Copper or Gold?

Think of the Copper Rings as members of the utilitarian work force. They can be buried, knocked around, hung indoors or outdoors - they can go wherever they are needed. They will oxidize and turn green with age, and that's a good thing - it's a sure sign they are working.

Gold is associated with the sun and will add a beautiful resonance to wherever they are placed. The gold interacts with the copper in its own unique way and whether you pick copper or gold the components will enter the system and the environment at the monatomic level.

In the long run it is simply a matter of personal preference!

What about the beads?

Nikola Tesla used spheres in many of his devices. Psychic observation confirms that the beads lend coherence to the tensor field, give it more heft and amply its action.

Sacred Cubit or Lost Cubit?

The Sacred Cubit length is constructive in nature and supports the process of integration. It holds together and carries frequencies that resonate with the structural and mechanical aspects of the manifest world. This measurement is the one to use when you want to:

- Structure and Potentize Water
- Fortify Plants
- Heal Physical Problems that are structural in nature
- Improve the functioning of any mechanical system. Broken bones, sprains, fractures, skeletal misalignments and physical injuries seem to respond well to this frequency.

The Lost or "Forbidden" Cubit netter length vibrates on a higher octave of the third dimension. In April of 2000, Hans Becker discovered that this measurement fills the harmonic gap between the Sacred and Royal Cubits of Ancient Egypt. It's resonant frequency of 177 megahertz contributes to Longevity ~ and the ability of the DNA to be changed through the Power of thought, at Will.

The Lost Cubit is the netter of choice when you want to heal or gain insight into illness that stem from emotional and mental imbalances that have been locked into place over long periods of time.

Better Together

A Sacred Cubit ring arranged concentrically inside a Lost Cubit ring considerably enhances the healing effects in any situation - more light is brought to bear on the issue, whatever it may be.

Ring Layouts

Placing a number of rings on the body, over the chakras, around the limbs, under the head and over any organ that appears to be causing distress is a wonderful healing technique according to many users of this technology.

No manipulation is necessary - the light from the rings brings everything into balance and harmony.